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RM1,588
Epson Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
(03) 5628 8288
www.epson.com.my

Specifications
Print Resolution: 5,760 x 1,440 dpi
Print Method: On-demand Ink Jet
Print Speed: 15 ppm (paper)
45 secs (Photo)
Feeder Capacity: 100
RATINGS
Performance
Features
Design
Value
High quality photo printing
Economic Ink Tank
technology
Allows A3 borderless
photo printing
Bulky
Slow printing speed

Photo Perfect On
Print

There are not many printers that provides high quality
photo printing yet reduce cost at the same time but
with the Epson L1800, the combination is easily
achieved By Nicolas See Tho

E

The high capacity ink tank on this printer
provides an economical edge as it can last up
to 4,000 black and white pages

The front panel shows the basic functions for
the printer including the power button and the
usual print settings
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pson has always been a household
name when it comes to printer
products and they have shown their
specialty once again with the Epson L1800
Ink Tank System Printer which provides
economical savings with high performance
printing.
Looking at the printer, once can see that
it stands out first with its size and secondly
its weight. Its width is a definite downer
when it comes to finding a perfect spot for
it. Its trademark Ink Tank system is located
on its right, and it has a choke valve which
is useful for transportation purposes. On
its back, it has a USB port to connect to
your PC and a power outlet. It has simple
controls located on its top with the bare
essentials.
One of the core features on this printer
is its Ink Tank technology which provides
immense savings that sustains ultra-high
paper yields of up to 4,000 black and
white pages all at a low running costs
when compared to other printers. This
printer also provides wireless printing via
the Epson iPrint app which allows you to
print web pages directly from your phone.
Another feature it has is the ability to print

A3+ size borderless photo prints which is
perfect for designers and those who work
with graphics design.
When it comes down to performance,
this printer has varied results. The photo
prints from this printer was superb with
the colour saturation and accuracy are on
point and the quality of the image was
sharp and clear. The same is true for black
and white prints, the ink does not show
heavy bleeding and the text was clear
and readable. The trade-off for the quality
comes in its printing speed, during our
printer speed test, it took nearly 17 minutes
to print 25 pages. Another aspect to note
is that the printer is highly technical and in
order to get the prints out with the quality
you require, you would need to heavily
tinker with its software.
CHIP CONCLUDE :
In conclusion, The Epson L1800 is a
high grade photo printer that has long
term savings built-in. While it is not
recommended for heavy office use,
those who needs high quality photo
prints should highly consider this
printer to do the job right

